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Time Segment Title Synopsis Partial Transcript Keywords/Subject

1:20

Birth and
Childhood details

Tisha speaks
about her birth
and childhood
details.

Where in Phoenix
exactly were you
born?

West Jafferson,
Eighth Street,
Roosevelt School,

2:45 School Details Tisha speaks
about the schools
she went and
also that most of
these schools are
now turned into
churches.

Speaking of
schooling, What
schools did you
go to?

Baseline
Christian, seventh
street, Mexican
church, Calary
academy

3.27 Mass killings She mentions of
an incident of a
brutal mass
killing of an
entire family.

Next to that
school towards
the west

House in the
Grove, Mass
killings, Brutal

4:33 Post-secondary
education at
SMCC

She explains
about her
correspondence
school and GED
at SMCC.

Did you go to the
post-secondary
school?

GED,
Correspondence,
American History,
Civics

6:06 Citrus Groves &
the Japanese
Flower Gardens

Tisha speaks of
her initial
memory of the
school and the
folks of the
Japanese flower
gardens

Is there any
difference at
South Mountain
Community
College when it
was first opened
up until when it
is now?

Twenty-fourth
street, Grove,
Base-line, Citrus
Groves, Sikados,
Walanabis,
Nakamoras,
Nakagawas.

7:48 Grand Parents Tisha shares
about her Grand
Parents and their
farm and their
experience as an
immigrant.

Sometimes I
think my
grandmother
would help out
after my
grandfather
passed away.

Demarcation
Zone, Plum,
Peach, Surplus,

9:40 Daughters Tisha speaks
about the role of
daughters and
their role in
harvest of the

Because he
mainly had
daughters

Produce, Surplus,
Market



produce on the
grandfather’s
farm.

10:38 Change of
Residence and
Citizenship Status

Tisha shares
about their
change of
different
residences and
also the journey
of his grandfather
Kashiro Oka and
his farming and
the citizenship
rules because of
which he had to
lease the lands
for work.

What brought
your family from
Jefferson Street
to Baseline?

Rent, Downtown,
Mountains.

12:50 Twenty Fourth
street

She shares about
the shape of the
streets in South
Phoenix and was
reflecting on
their probable
connection with
canals

Wow, that’s
amazing! So you
described 24th

Street…

Baseline, Fork,
Circle K,
Nineteenth,
Seventh Street,
Canal,

13:47 Grandfather’s
entry to Arizona

Tisha shares the
journey of her
grandfather from
working in the
Japanese Army to
spending
sometime in
California and
entering Arizona
and starting to
learn farming and
his work of
getting workers
from Mexico to
South Phoenix to
work on the
farms

So, you
mentioned your
grandpa coming
to Arizona…

California,
Japanese
community,
Japanese Army,
Ship, Cook,
Farmer,
Certificate,
Mexico

16:58 Grandfather and
Grandmother’s
love story

Shares about
how her
grandmother
Theresa who
later became Oka
after marrying
her Grandfather.
And they had five
daughters with

What was your
grandmother’s
name?

Virginia,
Restaurants.



Tisha’s mother
being the second
of the five. And
spoke about their
lives.

18:48 Tisha’s mother’s
school and the
World War II days

Tisha’s mother
who was born in
1931 went to
Vene Elementary
school until the
eighth grade. She
shares about
their experience
of the air raids on
this area and
how they had to
go up the
mountains to
hide during the
world war II
times.

What year was
your mom born?

Cafeteria, War,
Sirens, Air Raid,
Cordoned off.

20:23 Tisha’s father’s
life

Tisha remembers
that Tisha’s
grandfather used
to collect wood
and make into
coal for the
businesses. And
her father grew
up in many
places.

Was he also one
of the kid of the
farmers?

Collect wood,
Mining, Seventh
Street

21:32 Training flight
Crash and the
Salt Water

Tisha recollected
her father
sharing a training
flight crash over
his friend’s
house. And also
how her father
saw the salt river
as a flowing river
and over the
years reduced.

Because he
remembers
during the war…

Boulder, Police

23:23 Transitioning
from farming

She shares how
by the time she
grew up, they
transitioned from
farming into
other jobs and
sold other
property and
farms.

So, did you go up
farming as well?

43rd street, 51st

street, Larson
(Roger) Street



24:30 Those Good Old
Days

Tisha reflects on
her relationship
with the city and
the way the city
changed. She
didn’t seem the
city was small
and had lot of
stuff. How the
city is different
now, busy city
but not very
close knit and
seem
introverted.

“So What’s it
been like for
you…

Grocery stores,
Spanish stores,
New Berries,
Close Knit,
Introverted,

26:45 We weren’t
there!

Tisha reflects
that the reason
South Phoenix
history has been
left out because
of the way the
city was
segregated. And
also that people
didn’t recognize
the diversity of
the groups. And
that people
didn’t really see
themselves
reflected in the
people around.
People talked
about South
Phoenix amongst
themselves.

“But something
about South
Phoenix has been
left out……Why
do you think
people don’t tell
the history of
South Phoenix?”

Segregated,
People of Color,
White, Central
Avenue, Burgers,
Teenage
rebellion.

29:50 Melting Pot of all
races

She shares about
the history of
South Phoenix as
a city that has
different groups
of German, Thais,
Polish, Japanese,
Mexicans etc. But
people don’t
know them. All
different cultures
of the early
1900’s were in
the city. She also
feels that

So is there
anything in the
telling of the
history of South
Phoenix that you
would really
hope that we
make sure to
cover and
investigate?”

Polish, German,
Japanese,
Mexican, Native
American,
Melting Pot,
Influx, Lost,
Diversified, new
immigrant, paper
work



because of the
influx in the city,
the older families
are being
drowned away
and the histories
of this diversity is
getting lost.

31:05 They were here
before the
Arizona was
Arizona!

Tisha shares the
experiences of
her grandparents
on her father’s
side who were in
the city even
before Arizona
was formed but
they had to carry
the papers in
spite of being
born here to
prove that they
belong and could
not belong. They
were here even
before the white
settlers. She also
shared her
grandfather was
a part of Arizona
Marshalls
because of the
shortage of
people during
the world war
but there is no
record of it as
technically he
was not
American though
he was born in
the country.

Like the border
passed my
grandparents on
my father’s side.

Arizona
Marshalls,
Mexican
Americans, Blacks

33:13 Remembering
the legacy of the
Japanese flower
growers and
farmers in South
Phoenix

Tisha shares that
most people
would remember
about the flower
gardens when
they talk of the
city. The farmers
in the city grew
food and
supplied for the

So, we think one
of the things
that’s super
unique to South
Phoenix beyond
the diverse
history has to do
with the
Japanese Flower
growers right….?

Flower gardens,
1970’s & 80’s,
World War,
Supplied food,
Lease, Escort,
Prejudice, Food
Growers,



city and her
grandfather was
one of the major
ones supplying.
She also shared
the prejudice
that his
grandfather faced
supplying food to
the stored in the
city and had to
be escorted. And
they did more
than just grow
flowers.

38:20 Baseline being
paved

She recollects the
way streets
changed and her
mother and
aunts saw the
baseline being
paved. And
growing up

Because I don’t
remember ….

Baseline,
snowballs,
Southern Avenue,

41:46 Where is the
South Phoenix?

She reflected on
the boundaries of
the city growing
up.

So this is a silly
question…

48th street,
Boundaries

46:23 Influence of
Japanese
background and
Mexican heritage

Tisha shares
about herself and
her cousins and
their childhood
and the influence
of two different
cultures growing
up. She shared
about learning
Japanese. And
she also shared
her experience
and mixture of
English, Spanish
and Japanese.

Tisha, One thing I
am noticing…

Spanglish,
Confusing,


